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Definition of keynote address
: an address designed to 
present the issues of primary 
interest to an assembly (such as 
a political convention) and often 
to arouse unity and enthusiasm



For this talk I leaned heavily on papers by

David J.E. Marsh, Physics Reports 643 (2016) 1–79

Anson Hook, 2018 TASI Lectures arXiv:1812.02669

A. Ringwald, L. Rosenberg, and G. Rybka, RPP

Conversations with my Chicago colleagues

My memory

Focus on evolution of theory. (Experiments will be exhaustively 
covered by others.)



What is an Axion?

QCD Axion: Nambu-Goldstone boson that is part of the solution to 
the strong CP-problem.

Axion-like particle:  Like an axion, only it’s not since it does not 
solve the strong-QCD problem.

Any other light boson:  Quite a large cast of characters



Axions are one of the leading dark matter candidates and of great 
interest to the theoretical and experimental communities. This 
workshop aims to explore the current state of the axion field, 
including reviewing recent theoretical developments, astrophysical 
observations, laboratory-based experiments and novel ideas 
which could lead to the discovery of the QCD dark-matter axion.

If experiments are now Gen 2, theory is Gen-N (N  2)

Axions Beyond Gen-2



43 (Soon to be 44) Years Ago …



Peccei: an inspirational & elegant
physicist
administrator
collaborator
friend
ski instructor
role model



First Ben Lee Memorial International Conference on Parity 
Nonconservation, Weak Neutral Currents and Gauge Theories

Fermilab
20-22 October 1977



First Ben Lee Memorial International Conference on Parity 
Nonconservation , Weak Neutral Currents and Gauge Theories

Wilczek Weinberg

Gen-1 Axion:
axions solve strong CP
two mass scales, fa and Λ

fa = 250 GeV (EWK)
Λ = ΛQCD
ma » Λ2 / fa
gaγγ » α / fa





In ‘77 “axions” entered our culture, along with



After 43 (Soon to be 44) Years, Axions Are 
“Stayin’ Alive”

ADMX



Theory Gen-1 Axion Was Not Long-Lived

K + → π + a

Other flavor-changing decays

Beam Dumps

Reactors

Nuclear De-excitation



Theory Gen-1 Axion Was Not Long-Lived



Theory Gen-2 : “Invisible” Axion

Gen-2 Axion:
axions solve strong CP
two mass scales, fa and Λ

fa  EWK 
(undetermined, but large)

Λ = ΛQCD
ma » Λ2 / fa
gaγγ » α / faKSVZ, DFSZ, …
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Theory Gen-2 : “Invisible” Axion
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Sun, Red Giants, SN 87A, White Dwarfs, Neutron Stars, …. 
ma  10 −2  to  −3   eV

Theory Gen-2 : “Invisible” Axion
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Axion Astrophysics Extremely Rich & Varied

Axions (& ALPs) and
• Stellar energy loss
• Supernovae
• The Sun
• Black hole superradiance
• Neutron stars
• White Dwarfs
• Quasar polarizations
• Photons from axion decay
• Gamma-ray observations
• Photon polarization



Phys Lett 120B January 1983

Cosmological Axion Production:
Thermal
Topological Defects
Misalignment

Misalignment: 
Axion Dark Matter
Isocurvature fluctuations
Axion solitons

Misalignment:
fa  1012 GeV
ma » Λ2 / fa    μ eV

Dark-Matter candidate for 
ma » μ eV-ish !!!!!

Theory Gen-2 : “Invisible” Axion
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Let Stars Shine

Axion Window



Axion Windows … 10−2 eV  ma  10−6 eV
Should There Be a Defenestration? 

Window 1
Window 2
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Window N



Theory Gen-2 : “Invisible” Axion

Theory sidebar:
• U(1)PQ is anomalous symmetry 

• can’t forbid other couplings which break U(1)PQ and spoil 
solution of strong-CP problem.

• “axion quality problem” (Holman,Hsu, Kephart, Kolb, Watkins; 
Kamionkowski & March-Russell; Barr & Seckel)

• E.g. Gravity: 

• Ways to evade problem:  see Hook’s review
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Theory Gen-2 : “Invisible” Axion

Many ways to break
this relationship 
(Co’s talk?)
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Dark matter seems to be (usually assumed to be)
• Non-baryonic (not quark nuggets, 30 M⊙ Black Holes, planets, little stars, etc.)
• Cold (slowly moving)
• Dissipationless
• Not self-interacting
• Associated with all galaxies and other structures
• A particle

• Stable
• No strong or electromagnetic interactions

95% of mass-energy in the universe is dark!
25% Dark Matter     70% Dark Energy

Two philosophies:

Simplicio Salviati

I don’t care about the nature of dark 
matter, as long as it is dark, cold, & 
dissipationless (CDM) I can calculate 
(simulate) its role in the evolution of
structure and understand necessary 
astrophysics.  

I care about the nature of dark matter 
because it must exist for a reason other 
than to be a part of Simplicio’s code. 
Feynman: “Nature weaves its tapestry 
from the longest threads.”    What is the 
dark matter thread?





Particle dark-matter bestiary
• (sub-) eV mass neutrinos (WIMPs exist!)   

• sterile neutrinos, gravitini

• lightest supersymmetric particle               

• lightest Kaluza-Klein particle                    

thermal relics, or decay of or 
oscillation from 
thermal relics    

(hot)

(warm)

(cold)

(cold)

• Bose-Einstein condensates

• axions, axion miniclusters

• solitons (Q-balls, B-balls, …)

• supermassive WIMPZILLAs          from inflation

• Plancktons

nonthermal relics

from phase 
transitions

Interaction Strength
only gravitational: WIMPZILLAs
strongly interacting: B balls

Mass
10−22 eV (10−56 g) Bose-Einstein 
10−8 Mʘ (10+25 g)  axion miniclusters



Dark Matter particle mass range

Mass Range for Particle Dark Matter

m > 10−22  eV: de Broglie wavelength smaller than dark-matter dominated objects

m < 1019  GeV: mass less than Planck mass

m > few eV:  if fermion (exclusion principle)

If thermal freeze-out

m > me : annihilation to SM particles

m < 100 TeV: annihilation cross section too small for larger masses

Is Dark Matter a Particle Or a Wave?

m < 1 eV: occupation number in de Broglie-wavelength volume  1 → WAVE

m > 1 eV: occupation number in de Broglie-wavelength volume < 1 → PARTICLE



Plancktons: m ∼ mPlanck = 1019 GeV

WIMPzillas: m ∼ minflaton = 1010 – 1013 GeV

Supermassive: 100 TeV < m

WIMP range: mproton < m < 1 TeV

Light dark matter: melectron < m < mproton

Ultralight dark matter: m < 1 eV

Dark Matter particle mass range



Theory Gen-3: ALPs, Dark Photons, …

Axion theory and cosmology is extremely rich:
Axions from string theory
Axions and Baryogenesis
Axion defects
Dependence on initial misalignment angle
Axion solitons
Hidden sector
Freeze-in
Gravitational production



Detection Techniques



RPP Ringwald, Rosenberg, and Rybka



Carosi et al. 1309.7035



Basic Research Needs (BRN) Study for 
Dark-Matter Small Projects

Summary of the High Energy Physics Workshop on
Basic Research Needs for Dark-Matter Small Projects New Initiatives

October 15 – 18, 2018

Dark Matter
CPAC, ANL



Improvements in our understanding of cosmology show these very 
light particles to be excellent dark-matter candidates.  Techniques 
required to search for very light particles differ from those for 
previous dark-matter searches and rely heavily on advances in 
quantum sensing. 

Thrust 1: Utilize new detector technologies to explore large parts of dark-matter parameter space covering a
broad range of mass from 100 Hz to 10 GHz (roughly 10-12 eV - 10-4 eV), and targeting sensitivity to the QCD axion
where possible.

Thrust 2: Develop or transfer new detector technologies to enable experiments to cover the remaining parameter
space for well-motivated dark-matter models spanning the entire 20 orders of magnitude in mass and also targeting
complete coverage of QCD axion models.

Observe wave dark matter using innovative technologies



For discussion
• Dark Matter is not a cold thermal relic WIMP.   
• 2020s is not the decade of the WIMP!  Time to MOVE ON!

• Where to move? 
• Axions/dark photons    
• Lighter thermal DM
• Ultraheavy DM 
• DM sector with interactions
• Is DM a particle?  Soliton?  

Accelerator Searches

Direct Detection

Ultralight Searches

CurrentADMX →



43 Years….why not give up?

Sometimes patience is rewarded:

Higgs boson theorized    1964
Higgs boson discovered  2013

Discovery of axion in 2026  (Gen-3?)

} 49 years



Definition of keynote address
: an address designed to 
present the issues of primary 
interest to an assembly (such as 
a political convention) and often 
to arouse unity and enthusiasm



Simple, Elegant, Compelling

Axions are the simplest, most elegant, most compelling 
explanation for the strong CP problem.

Axions are the best motivated dark-matter candidate.

Axions must be pursued.



“Don’t be afraid to take a big step when one is indicated. You can’t 
cross a chasm in two small jumps.” 

– David Lloyd George

“Go big or go home”  
– American Authors

Beyond Gen-2



Definition of keynote address
: an address designed to 
present the issues of primary 
interest to an assembly (such as 
a political convention) and often 
to arouse unity and enthusiasm

Definition of off-key
1: varying in pitch from the 
proper tone of a melody
2: IRREGULAR, ANOMALOUS



Off-Key Question:

• Tommy Gold’s comment

• When should we stop looking 
for axions, ALPs, etc.?

• Gen-X … what is X ?

• WIMP searches (Xenon, LZ, 
etc.) have a natural place to 
stop (the neutrino floor).

• Open-ended searches have 
an (undeserved) bad rep.
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